(R) Disambiguate This! (1/2)

R1.
4. PRN
5. DET
6. DET
7. DET
8. PRN
9. PRN
10. PRN
11. PRN
12. DET
13. PRN
14. DET
15. DET

R2.
(1) her: SELECT DET if (+1 N)
(2) her: SELECT DET if (+1 ADJ)
(3) her: SELECT PRN
The following ordering principle is inviolable: (3) after (1) and (2). Otherwise order is flexible.

Alternate solution:
(1) as above
(2) her: SELECT DET if (+2 N)
(3) as above

R3.
11. I give her flowers. 1 point for identifying the sentence correctly 3 points for explanation 1 point for identifying ambiguity in the use of ‘her’ 1 point for identifying why ‘her’ is categorized as a DET 1 point for identifying the importance of the meaning of ‘give’

R4.
(1) PRN/DET: SELECT DET if (-1 PREP)
(2) PRN/DET: SELECT DET if (-1 [VRB]) and (+1 [N])
(3) PRN/DET: SELECT PRN
(4) N/VRB: SELECT N if (-1 DET)
(5) N/VRB: SELECT VRB
(R) Disambiguate This! (2/2)

R4 continued:
The following ordering principles are inviolable:
(3) after (1) and (2),
(4) after (1) and (2),
(5) after (4).
Otherwise order is flexible.

Alternate solution:

(1) N/VRB: SELECT N if (-2 [VRB])
(2) N/VRB: SELECT N if (-2 PREP)
(3) N/VRB: SELECT VRB
(4) DET/PRN: SELECT DET if (+1 N)
(5) DET/PRN: SELECT PRN Ordering principles are as above.